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The overall structure of the thesis should not be confused with the table of 1. Master's thesis guide of the Aalto
University School of Engineering, , 25â€“

So you must follow certain proficient rules for such work. This would make it appreciable and magnificent.
Question yourself upon the topic and discuss about it. In that case you should consult about it with your group
members or seniors. Planning and Organization: On the basis of the particular subject you have to make a plan
for yourself along with your group pupils. Sometimes Results and Discussion are combined: check with your
supervisor and with highly rated past theses in your School. Often you will include a brief comment on the
significance of key results, with the expectation that more generalised comments about results will be made in
the Discussion section. Indexing a Researched Work: Indexing makes a thesis look organised and distinctive.
A typical thesis length is pages. Your thesis has to be globally distinct from others. General criteria applied by
QANU in the official accreditation are the following: is the problem description mentioned clearly does the
author stick to the problem is the line of reasoning logical and consistent do the conclusions indeed follow
from the presented material is the method of working sound and justified is the material presented in a
verifiable way are the core notions defined clearly are the methods and techniques adequate are they used
correctly are the references clear, consistent and verifiable is the use of language correct does the author
sufficiently know and master the relevant literature is the composition of the thesis acceptable You may also
want to consult the assessment form that our department uses. Dissertation or thesis writing was always a
nightmare to all engineering students since ages. See thesis introductions exercises for more information. Must
have ability to analyse the resultant and come to a proper conclusion Working techniques of your group
members have to be organised. You cannot copy and paste web oriented points. Collection of Information:
First of all you should understand your subject-matter. Here are some sample methods. You are not only the
one who would rather cry for concluding these projects. Results contain the facts of your research. You must
frame or index the headings and the subheadings for your thesis writing then gradually work on them. The key
word here is evaluation. Institutional heads provide with basic instructions and you are supposed to jot them
down at one place.


